Abstract-A two-stage code is a block code in which each block of data is coded in two stages: the first stage codes the identity of a block code among a collection of codes, and the second stage codes the data using the identified code. The collection of codes may he noiseless codes, fixed-rate quantizers, or variable-rate quantizers. We take a vector quantization approach to twostage coding, in which the first stage code can be regarded as a vector quantizer that "quantizes" the input data of length n to one of a fixed collection of block codes. We apply the generalized Lloyd algorithm to the first-stage quantizer, using induced measures of rate and distortion, to design locally optimal two-stage, codes. On a source of medical images, two-stage variahle-rate vector quantizers designed in this way outperform standard (one-stage) fixed-rate vector quantizers by over 9 dB. The tail of the operational distortion-rate function of the firststage quantizer determines the optimal rate of convergence of the redundancy of a universal sequence of two-stage codes. We show that there exist two-stage universal noiseless codes, fixed-rate quantizers, and variable-rate quantizers whose per-letter rate and distortion redundancies converge to zero as (k/2)n-' logn, when the universe of sources has finite dimension k. This extends the achievability part of Rissanen's theorem from universal noiseless codes to universal quantizers. Further, we show that the redundancies converge as O(n-') when the universe of sources is countable, and as O(r~-l+') when the universe of sources is infinite-dimensional, under appropriate conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION URING its "Grand Tour" of our solar system between D 1978 and 1990, the spacecraft Voyager transmitted back to Earth millions of stunning images of encounters with the outer planets and their moons. Appropriately enough, responsible for Voyager's image compression was a universal noiseless code. This early universal code, called the Rice machine after its inventor, independently encoded each block of 16 image pixels using the best of four memoryless entropy codes; the selected code was specified to the decoder using a two-bit prefix for each coded block [45] , [461. Manuscript received July 25, 1994; revised February 27, 1996 . The material in this paper was presented in part at the 1991, 1993, and 1995 International Symposia on Information Theory. This paper is based on work partially supported by the NSF under Grant MIP-9501977, by an AT&T Bell Laboratories The Rice machine is an example of a two-stage noiseless code. The first stage describes a memoryless code and the second stage describes the data using the code. In essence, the first stage quantizes to two bits the space of all possible memoryless codes for the second stage. Thus there is a tradeoff between the average lengths of the first-and second-stage descriptions. If the first-stage description is long, then the space of second-stage codes is finely quantized, and there is a second-stage code fairly well matched to the data in the sense that it has low redundancy.' Therefore, the secondstage description is relatively short, on average. Conversely, if the first-stage description is short, then the second-stage description is relatively long, on average. By identifying redundancy as distortion, this tradeoff is formally equivalent to the distortion-rate tradeoff in ordinary quantization.
Two-stage quantizers can be similarly constructed. In a twostage quantizer, the first stage describes a block memoryless quantizer and the second stage describes (quantizes) the data using the quantizer. The finer the description in the first stage, the lower the excess distortion (or "distortion redundancy") in the second. Here again, this tradeoff is formally equivalent to the distortion-rate tradeoff in ordinary quantization. This paper examines both universal noiseless coding and universal quantization from this quantization point of view.
The quantization point of view enables us to solve two important problems in two-stage universal coding: 1) determining the overall redundancy of an optimal two-stage code as a function of data length, and 2) designing the optimal two-stage code for any particular data length. Our solution to the first problem is roughly the following, for noiseless coding. (The solution for quantization is similar.) Let R be the length of the first stage in bits, and let O(R) be the expected redundancy of the second stage in bits per letter. Naturally, O(R) is a decreasing function of R. 'When R is amortized by the length of the data n, the overhead of the first stage is R / n bits per letter. Thus
n is the overall redundancy per letter of the universal noiseless code when the length of the first stage is fi bits. The minimum of p ( R ) occurs when the first derivative p' (R) = ( l / r t ) + c ' ( R ) equals 0, or when the length of the first stage is R* = (O')-l(-l/n). Whien r L is large, R* is also large, so we can apply asymptotic quantization theory. If the space of ' The redundancy of a code relative to a source is the excess number of bits to which it can encode the source relative to the optimal code for that source.
0018-9448/96$05.00 0 1996 IEEE sources {Po} is finite-dimensional, i.e., 0 E R k , then the space of codes {-log Po} is also finite-dimensional, and O (R) has the familiar asymptotic form o(R) = A2-2R/k, for large R.
This implies that I k l o g n p(R*) = -~ + 0 ( n -1 ) 2 rt, This is the familiar achievable redundancy result of Rissanen and others for universal noiseless coding of finitely parametrized sources [15] , [16] , [33] , [47] , [48] . We show the same result for universal quantization. Furthermore, we show that in infinite-dimensional cases (e.g., noiseless coding of countably infinite alphabets and variable-rate vector quantization) the distortion-rate tradeoff has the asymptotic power-law form o(R) = ARPb for large R, whence
p@*) = O ( n -b / ( b + l ) ) .
That is, the overall redundancy per letter follows a power law. Rates of convergence for redundancies of universal quantizers were first reported in [ll] , and have also recently been examined in [20] , [361, [371, and [53] .
The second problem in two-stage universal coding that is solved, by regarding it as a quantization problem, is the problem of optimal design. That is, given a fixed data length n, and first-stage length R, what collection of 2 R codes minimizes the expected redundancy in the second stage? By identifying codes as codewords, this problem is formally equivalent to the problem of optimal quantizer design. For large n, the optimal codebook can be "designed" by appealing to asymptotic quantization theory. For small n, it is generally necessary to use a codebook optimization algorithm. We use an iterative descent algorithm formally equivalent to the generalized Lloyd algorithm to design locally optimal weighted universal codes. This procedure, for the case of weighted universal quantizers, was first reported in 191 and has more recently been examined in [ 1 I, [ 1 81, [ 191, and [2 11. It is interesting to note that Block Truncation Coding [17] , [43] can be regarded as a special case of two-stage fixed-rate quantization. Hence the methods described here are applicable to the design of optimal block truncation codes.
We now outline the remainder of the paper. Section I1 provides the necessary notational and theoretical preliminaries. Section I11 details our quantization approach and shows how it is used to determine the redundancies of two-stage weighted universal noiseless codes and quantizers. Section IV details our design algorithm. Section V presents our experimental results.
In one case we report a 9-dB improvement of our weighted universal entropy-constrained vector quantizer over a standard vector quantizer matched to the mixture source. Section VI is a summary and conclusion. Readers who wish to forego the theoretical details of our approach can skip straight to the algorithm section.
PRELIMINARIES
Let { X i } ; i = 1 , 2 , . . . , be a stationary random process with alphabet X and let 0 be a jointly distributed random variable with alphabet A.* Denote the marginal distributions of { X z } and 0 by P and W, respectively, and denote the regular conditional distribution of { X , } given 0 = 6' by Po. Assume Po is stationary but not necessarily ergodic for each 0 E A.
Denote the distributions on the n-blocks X" = ( X I , . . . , X n )
by P" and P,", as appropriate, with densities p n and p; (when they exist). The superscript n can be dropped when it is clear from the argument, e.g., p(x"), and the subscript B can be written as the more usual conditional argument, e.g.
P(."lO) = p e ( z " ) E[Xj0] = EoX H(X"I0) = Ho(X")
etc.
We wish to code { X z } using a block code of length n. Let C" = p o CY be such a code, with encoder a : X" + S and decoder 0:s + in, where S C {0,1}* is a binary prefix code and i is the reproduction alphabet. If C" is a noiseless code, then 2 = X , and p(a(z")) = z" for all Z" E X. If C" is a lossy block code, or equivalently a vector quantizer, then (in general) 2 # X , X and X are possibly uncountably infinite, and p ( a ( 9 ) ) = 2" with (instantaneous) distortion given by C" is a noiseless code, then S is of course also a finite or countable collection of variable-length binary strings. In all cases, the (instantaneous) rate of C" is denoted
where Is1 denotes the length in bits of s = a(z") E S. The expected rate of C", with respect to Po, is RO(C") = EQT(X") = Eela(X")l while the expected distortion of C", when applicable, is
The expected rate and distortion of C" with respect to the mixture P are simply
respectively.
'More precisely, assume that { X , } and 0 are defined on a standard measurable space (n, a), so that regular conditional probabilities exist and the ergodic decomposition holds [25] . A sufficient condition for (CL, a) to he standard is that X he a complete separable metric (Polish) space, and that either A be Polish or 0 be a function o f X o o , e.g., the ergodic mode of {Xt}. This covers almost any situation encountered in practice.
A universal code for ( { X z } , 0 ) is a sequence of block codes {C"}, n = 1 , 2 , . . . , such that for each 6' E A, Ro(C") and (when applicable) Do ( C n ) converge to the optimal performance theoretically achievable (OPTA) for Po, as n ---f 00.
Thus a universal code is a single sequence of codes that eventually achieves optimal performance regardless of the source Po in effect. The optimal performance theoretically achievable for Po is of course measured differently for noiseless coding, fixed-rate coding, and variable-rate coding. Let us take each case in turn.
For noiseless coding, the optimal performance achievable by a blocklength-n code C" on a source Po (the nth-order OPTA) is by definition
cn n where the infimum is over all noiseless codes with blocklength n. It is well known [23, Theorem 3.3.21 that so that the optimal performance theoretically achievable (by
the entropy rate of P o . We say that {C"} is a weakly minimax universal sequence of noiseless codes if for each 6' E A the per-letter redundancy3
(which is nonnegative) goes to zero as n -+ 00; {C"} is strongly minimax universal if the convergence is uniform in 8; and { C n } is weighted universal if the convergence occurs in L1(W), i.e., if
For fixed-rate quantization, the optimal performance achievable by a blocklength-n code C" on a source Po (the nth-order OPTA) is the "operational nth-order distortion-rate function" (for fixed-rate quantizers) where the infimum is over all fixed-rate quantizers with blocklength n and rate at most R. Thus the optimal performance theoretically achievable (for any n ) is the "operational distortion-rate function" (for fixed-rate quantizers)
[25], [30] . It Gray, Davisson, and Kieffer [26] , [30] , [25] have shown that the operational distortion-rate function f i~ ( R ) 
For variable-rate quantization, performance is more easily expressed in terms of Lagrangians than in terms of distortion subject to a rate constraint [ 121. For any variable-rate quantizer C" , define the (instantaneous) "Lagrangian performance" of C" (at Lagrange multiplier A > 0 ) as
and denote its expected performance (with respect to Po) as
Lo(Cn,X) can be interpreted as the y-intercept of the line with slope -A passing through the point (Re ( C n ) , Do (c")) in the distortion-rate plane, as in Fig. 1 . Thus, the optimal performance achievable by a blocklength-n code C" on a 4For each infinite sequence z = ( 2 1 , x2,. . .), the ergodic component P, is the stationary measure induced by the limiting relative frequencies
of events F in a countable generating field for the 0-field on which P and each P o are defined. Note that Pz depends on the sequence 2 and not on P or Po. Hence the ergodic decomposition is the same for each P o as it is for P.
5Following Kieffer 1311, we here require n-lR(C") 5 R. It is possible to relax this restriction, and require only nplR(Cn.) -+ R, as in Neuhoff, Gray, and Davisson [39] . However, in that case the distortion redundancy may no longer be positive, and in generail El 6 ( C" 10) 1 # Eh( C" IO). Nevertheless, it is possible to show in that case that EIS(C"IO)I + 0 if and only if Eh(CnlO) 3 0 (see the Appendix, Lemma 1). Later in this paper we shall consider fixed-rate universal codes with n-'R(C") converging to R from above.
source Po (the nth-order OPTA) is the "operational nth-order distortion-rate Lagrangian" where the infimum is over all variable-rate quantizers with blocklength n,, and the optimal performance theoretically achievable (for any n ) is the "operational distortion-rate Lagrangian" [22] . Similarly, let the "distortion-rate Lagrangian"
be the minimum possible y-intercept of a line with slope -A passing through some point ( E , D e ( R ) ) on the graph of D e ( R ) , as in Fig. 1 Consider now the relationships between strong. weak, and weighted universal code sequences. These relationships do not depend in any essential way on whether we are discussing noiseless codes, fixed-rate quantizers, or variable-rate quantizers. If { C"} is strongly minimax universal, then of course { Cn> is also weakly minimax universal. Furthermore, if { C"} is weakly minimax universal, then there exists a code sequence {C:} that is weighted universal, assuming a mild regularity condition. The regularity condition for noiseless coding is H ( X 1 ) < CO; for quantization it is Ed(X1, a*) < 00 for some Once one establishes that universal codes exist and that the redundancy of a code (per letter) converges to zero in an appropriate sense, it is natural to ask next about the optimal rate of convergence. The redundancy consists of two terms: the difference between the performance of C" and the nthorder OPTA, and the difference between the nth-order OPTA and the OPTA. Both terms are nonnegative. We name the first term the nth-order redundancy
The nth-order redundancy converges to zero if and only if the "infinite order" redundancy does, since the nth-order OPTA converges to the OPTA for each 0 E A. Hence, when determining the existence of universal codes, we can consider either the 12th-order redundancy or the infinite-order red~ndancy.~ However, when determining the rate of convergence, we prefer to consider the nth-order redundancy over the infinite-order redundancy. The rate of convergence of the nth-order OPTA to the OPTA is best left as a separate issue of interest in its own right [36] , [401, 1411. In the case of noiseless coding, Rissanen and others have provided the optimal rate of convergence of the nth-order rate redundancy to zero, when A is a subset of R' [15] , [16] , [33] , 6 0 n the other hand, we show in the Appendix, Lemma 10 that weighted universal noiseless codes exist and moreover have expected redundancy converging to zero as O ( T L -~/ (~+ ' ) ) , for the class of all memoryless sources over a countably infinite alphabet for which the probability mass function is O(n-('+")), for some b > 0.
'When determining the existence of strongly minimax universal codes, however, the nth-order and infinite-order redundancy may not he equivalent.
In the noiseless case, for example, while PQ(C") + 0 uniformly implies @(P) i 0 uniformly, the converse is not necessarily true, unless 7z-l HQ(.X"), i f f~ uniformly. Kieffer 1321 gives some conditions under which this uniformity holds.
[47], [48] [48] . Thus (IC,/2)(log n/n) is essentially the minimum possible per-letter redundancy for finitely parametrized sources.
In the next section we extend Theorem 2 to include fixedrate and variable-rate quantizers as well as noiseless codes. We also obtain achievable rate-of-convergence results for noiseless codes, fixed-rate quantizers, and variable-rate quantizers when A is not necessarily finitely parametrized. We do not present converse rate-of-convergence results, but conjecture that our achievable rates of convergence are optimal.
To facilitate the development in the next section, we collapse noiseless coding, fixed-rate quantization, and variable-rate quantization into a single case by considering only the nthorder Lagrangian redundancy 1 n t;(C", A) = -Lo(C", A) -i;; (X) where that is, i F ( X ) is the optimal Lagrangian performance achievable by a code C" = p o Q E C", where C" is the set of all blocklength-n noiseless codes, fixed-rate quantizers at rate l2 bits per letter, or variable-rate quantizers, as appropriate. Clearly, (11) is identical to (10) in the case of variable-rate quantization. In the case of noiseless coding, for which d e 0, (11) reduces to (8) when X = 1. Finally, in the case of fixed-rate quantization, ( 11) reduces to
where p ( C n ) = n-'li'(Cn) -R can be considered the rate redundancy for a fixed-rate code. This reduces to the distortion redundancy in the following sense (see the Appendix, Lemma 4). (Recall that the distortion redundancy of a fixed-rate code C" can be measured fairly only when n- 'R(C") 5 R, or p ( C n ) In this paper we focus on the case where the codes {C;} are product codes. For simplicity, we assume that each Cg 'In its standard form, a block truncation code encodes in a first stage a "low value" and a "high value," and encodes in a second stage the data using one bit per symbol to specify whether each symbol should be reproduced as the low or high value.
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is the product of n/l 1-dimensional block codes Cb, where 1 evenly divides R. This includes the theoretically important special case where (as n grows) 1 = n and also the practically important special case where 1 is fixed. We denote the resulting two-stage code C" as C">'. We elect to suppress many of the structural details of the two-stage code in using this simple notation. 
while the instantaneous distortion dx(xn3 ,8 (5)) incurred by
Cg(xt)) + X~C~S(X:)I]
n/' (14) n . Now the instantaneous Lagrangian performance of Cn,' at Lagrange multiplier X/n can be defined using (13) and (14) (15) A -
The terms in parentheses and are, respectively, the total distortion on xn and the total description length of xn by the two-stage code Cn,l, for which, 1115 as defined in (4), the instantaneous Lagrangian is
Combining (16) 
We can now express the nth-order Lagrangian redundancy (11) of a two-stage codle C",' in terms of the expected Lagrangian performance of its first-stage quantizer CnJ , using (21) and (15) 1 
S E S
for each xn.
respect to the first-stage decoder 6.
We shall call such a first-stage encoder ZU, optimal with Equation (24) 
. (26) The key quantity associated with omniscient first-stage quantizers, however, is the instantaneous divergence A( 0, Cs), which is defined as the difference between the instantaneous distortion d(B2 Ci) and the minimum possible instantaneous distortion which upon inspection is the Ith-order OPTA (12). That is
as depicted in Fig. 4 . This divergence is equivalent to Kullback's information divergence [34] with omniscient first-stage quantizer C A can be expressed using (25) and (26) achieving the lth-order OPTA at 0, and that the resulting Zthwhich is the difference between the performance of a code with blocklength n and the lth-order OPTA (rather than the (33) n,th-order OPTA) (see Fig. 5 ). Then (29) Remark 7: In the noiseless case, Rissanen's theorem applies immediately to iid finite alphabet sources with alphabet 0 0 , 0 size k + 1, for then the parameter space has dimension k .
One might hope that our theorem might apply similarly, but in the lossy case, to iid finite alphabet sources with alphabet size k + 1. Unfortunately, in the lossy case, the divergence may not in general be bounded locally by a quadratic that is uniform in 1. Hence our theorem cannot be applied directly to obtain a ( k / 2 ) n P 1 log n redundancy. However, using other techniques, Linder et al. [37] have shown that in the iid finite alphabet case, the distortion redundancy in indeed 0 (n-l log n).
Although Rissanen has proved a converse theorem in the noiseless case, we have so far been unable to prove a converse theorem in the quantization case. Indicative of the problem is the following theorem, which shows that if A is countable, then the n-' log n rate can be easily beaten. Suppose Con,' is a two-stage code with omniscient first-stage quantizer CL. Then its expected (n, Z)th-order redundancy (31) can be expressed (34)
Thus if for each I , Dl(R) + 0 as R -+ 00, we can construct a weighted universal sequence of codes {C">'}, since we can make the expected nth-order redundancy Eln(C:,'. XI@) arbitrarily small by first choosing I large enough so that the difference between El",' ( Con;" X 10) and E!" (Con>' , A 10) must be small, then by choosing R large enough so that Q ( R ) is small, then by choosing n large enough so that XR/n is small, and finally by choosing c small. Thus weighted universal codes exist if the distortion-rate function of the omniscient first-stage quanlize! goes to zero for each 1.
The tails of D l ( R ) actually tell us much more than whether there exist codes C">' such that E P ( C " > ' , X ( O )
0. They also tell us about the optimal rate of convergence. Indeed, the expected redundancy (34) can be minimized for each n, 1 by optimizing the first-stage rate R
The minimum of the bracketed term can be regarded as the Lagrangian (at Lagrange multiplier X/n) of the function Bl(k), as illustrated in Fig. 6 . That is, min [fil (R) 
is the y-intercept of the line supporting the graph of &(I?) at slope -A / n . It is obvious geometrically that as n -+ CO "It may also be possible to obtain similarly general results for weaJtly minimax universal coding using the inverse of the e-entropy H(t), but we have not tried this approach. The +entropy is the minimum possible entropy of a quantizer with maximum distortion t 151, 1421. 
Thus the rate at which (36) can be made to go to zero as n i 00 depends on the tail of f i l (k) as R -+ 00. We have proved the following:
Theorem 5 
We apply the theorem in-three cases. 
EQi) = -xc2rbR
where c = Ab/(Xloge), so that 6i(kn) = -X/n (as in (37)) implies (40 
(since then there exists an omniscient first-stage quantizer that maps each 0 E A to its optimal C k E Cz with zero first-stage E t n~( c r~, X~O ) 5 mjn ri,(ii) + X ( R + e)\ distortion at rate fi0 = IT(@)). Then by (38) Note we get a minimax result for free when X ' has bounded support.
When X z does not have bounded support, but still satisfies a moment condition, we can appeal to asymptotic quantization theory. Suppose EIIX1112+' < CO for some E > 0. Then B'(R) 5 A2P2R/k for some A<co, as proved in the Appendix, Lemma 8. Hence using (40) and (41) Theorem 6: Fix any 1 and R such that 2lR is an integer, and fix any constant e. Suppose EIIx'~ 1 2 +' < 00 for some E > 0.
For each n that is a multiple of I , there exists a two-stage fixed-rate quantizer C"il with nPIR(C">') + R as n + 00 such that under the squared-error distortion measure
ES"J(C"q0) 2 [De(C"J) -i $ ( R ) ] dW(Q) I (44)
A
-cn
Thus as a corollary to Theorem 5, we obtain a rate of convergence of the expected redundancy in an infinite dimensional case.
0
In the remainder of this section, we show in the case of fixed-rate quantization under the squared-error distortion where k = / Z z R is the number of components (parameters) in each blocklength-l, rate-R, second-stage quantizer, and A is a constant possibly depending on 1 and R. 
where X is the (negative) slope of the distortion-rate function at R. Thus for fixed 1, the performance of a two-stage fixed-rate quantizer converges to the Zth-order OPTA at rate O(n-'logn). This is perhaps our most important result for applications, since in practice the dimension 1 of the secondstage quantizer will remain fixed, rather than go to infinity. Of course, in theory it is also possible to let 1 go to infinity with n to obtain results on the convergence to zero of the expected nth-order redundancy We now turn to a method for actually designing twostage noiseless codes, fixed-rate quantizers, and variable-rate quantizers with the minimum possible expected redundancy for each 'n and 1.
IV. THE WEIGHTED UNIVERSAL CODE DESIGN ALGORITHM
A two-stage code with the minimum possible expected redundancy we call a weighted universal code, since a sequence of such codes is a weighted universal sequence of codes whose redundancies converge to zero at the fastest possible rate. In this section we describe an algorithm for designing weighted universal noiseless codes (WUNC's) and weighted universal vector quantizers (WUVQ's), both fixed-rate and variable-rate.
Recall the quantization interpretation of a two-stage coding system. The system comprises two parts: the first-stage quantizer maps the input space of possible data blocks of length n to the output space of possible block codes of length 1, where 1 divides n; the chosen second-stage block code then maps each sub-block of the data to the output space of possible reproductions. In universal noiseless coding, these block codes are block noiseless codes; in universal fixed-rate quantization, the block codes are block quantizers at rate R; and in universal variable-rate quantization, the block codes are variable-rate block quantizers.
Specifically, the first-stage quantizer, C " ! = /? o 6, contains an encoder ti: X" -+ S, and a decoder p: S 4 C', which "We conjecture that A = 8 ( R ) suffices, where
is the operational distortion-rate function for the mixture. Note that Dl ( R ) is the second-stage description length of 9, and 2=1 is the distortion incurred by using the block code CLk on the sub-blocks of 2". The distortion is always zero in noiseless coding.
In the case of two-stage fixed-rate quantization, S and S g . ",ll
Thus the corresponding iinstantaneous Lagrangian 1"(~", X / n ) associated with the first-s,tage quantizer is
We showed in Section III, (15) and Si respectively, the nested generalized Lloyd algorithm proceeds as follows. This step will cause no change in the case of noiseless coding.
~'(z") = argmin,,s [CY=/: [ d ( z f ,~: ( a i ( z f ) ) )
+ ~j @ i ( z f ) j ] ++I]
For each S E 3, redesign B ( S )
(c) Design a new binary prefix code Si. For fixed-rate quantizers, this step will cause no change. For variable-rate quantizers, the new prefix code satisfies
l ( a i ( X ; ) = S ) I Cr'(X") = B]
(d) Iterate steps (a)-(c) until convergence.
3. Design a new binary prefix code 9. For fixed-rate quantizers, this step will cause no change. For variable-rate quantizers, the new prefix code satisfies 
of Ix(xn, ~/ n , ) .
The optimal first-stage decod_er y* for a given first-stage encoder 5 and prefix code S satisfies 2 ) Decoding to the Centroid which assigns to each sX E S the blocklength-icode Cz E G' that minimizes the expected value of 2 ( X " , X / n )
given that X" mapped to S in the first step.
The optimal prefix code 5'" for a given first-stage encoder 6. and decoder ,8 is the entropy code matched to the
) Optimizing the PreJw Code
X}, whose ideal codelengths are
It is simple to show that in each step, the objective (45) decreases or remains the same. Since it is bounded below by zero, it must decrease to a limit as the number of iterations grows. For noiseless coding, the centroiding step is accomplished for each S by designing a Huffman code (7: for the data that it must noiselessly code. For quantization, the centroiding step is accomplished for each S by using the generalized Lloyd algorithm or its entropy-constrained variation to design a locally optimal fixed-rate or variable-rate vector quantizer Cb for the data that it must quantize. The resulting algorithm may be described as a nested generalized Lloyd algorithm, as detailed in Fig. 7 . This nested process easily generalizes to design a large array of two-stage codes by replacing either or both of the uses of the Lloyd algorithm by other codebook design algorithms. Alternative codebook design algorithms that may be considered include tree-structured vector quantization, deterministic annealing, fast codebook search algorithms, and so on. Our algorithm is not the first to use the generalized Lloyd algorithm (GLA) with another optimization algorithm nested inside. For example, Buzo et al. 171 used the GLA to cluster linear predictors for speech, using the prediction error as the distortion measure and the Levinson algorithm to optimize the predictors. Rabiner et al. [44] used the GLA to cluster hidden Markov models for speech, using the log likelihood as the distortion measure and the Baum/Welch algorithm to optimize the models; Safranek and Johnston [51] used the GLA to cluster entropy codes for subband image coding, using bit rate as the distortion measure and the Huffman algorithm to optimize the entropy codes; Chou [lo] used the GLA to cluster probability mass functions for classification tree design, using the Kullback-Leibler divergence as the distortion measure and conditional expectation to calculate the pmf's; and Chan and Gersho [8] used the GLA to cluster vector quantizers for residual VQ, using the overall distortion as the distortion measure and a nested GLA to optimize the individual quantizers. Our algorithm may be the first, however, to incorporate bit rates from both the first and second stages into the design. This is necessitated by the fact that both the first and second stages contribute to the redundancy in two-stage universal coding.
As compared to traditional one-stage codes, two-stage codes exhibit a growth in computational complexity that is roughly proportional to 2R, the number of codebooks in the twostage code. In particular, for fixed-rate quantization with respect to the squared-error distortion measure, encoding a sequence Z" with a two-stage code C",' requires approximately 2 ' ( 2~~2 '~ + n / l ) additions and 2%21R multiplies as compared to the 2n21R additions and n21R multiplies required in a one-stage code of rate R. Of course, the complexity can be considerably reduced by the use of tree structures or other means.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we examine the empirical performance of weighted universal noiseless codes, weighted universal fixedrate quantizers, and weighted universal variable-rate quantizers designed using the algorithm described in the previous section. We compare the performance of these codes on synthetic sources to the sources' theoretical performance bounds and examine the convergence properties as we increase the data length n. On real image sources (for which the optimal performance cannot be calculated) we also compare the performance of the weighted universal fixed-rate and vzriable-rate quantizers to the performance of standard VQ and entropy-constrained VQ (ECVQ) with the same second-stage dimension.
A. Weighted Universal Noiseless Coding
In order to test the performance of noiseless codes generated by the weighted universal code design algorithm, we compare the total rate redundancies achieved by the noiseless codes, as a function of data length, to the optimal performance and convergence results described in Section 111. In particular, we expect the total (i.e., unnormalized) rate redundancy to grow as (k/2) log n, where k is the dimension of the parameter space and n is the data length.
Experiments on two classes of sources are performed. The first class is the class of iid sources over the binary alphabet ( 0 , l}, for which the probabilities p o and p l of a 0 and 1, respectively, are distributed uniformly on the open 1-dimensional probability simplex for which k = 1. The second class is the class of iid sources over the ternary alphabet {0,1, a}, for which the probability vector (po,p1,pz) associated with the three elements is distributed uniformly over the open 2-dimensional probability simplex A = {(Po,P1,Pz):
For each class, a data set of training and test sequences is generated as follows: 1024, parameter vectors (i.e., probability vectors), say 1 9 1 , . . . , &OZ.$, are chosen at random from the parameter space A, and for each source PO,, 2048 independent samples are generated ancl split evenly between training and test sequences. The 1024 {raining sequences are concatenated together to form a training sequence for the mixture, and likewise for the test sequences.
Weighted universal noisleless codes C">' are designed on the training sequence for the mixture, and evaluated on the test sequence, starting from an initial codebook of 1024 randomly chosen noiseless codes with blocklength 1 = 1. For the first class of sources, the data length n varies from 1 to 1024 (in powers of 2), while for the second class, the data length is allowed to vary from 1 to 128, since the optimal number of codebooks predicted by the (k/2) log n result becomes prohibitively large for larger n due to the higher value of k . For each class, and for each value of n, we evaluate the total expected rate redundancy 
B. Weighted Universal Quantization of Synthetic Sources
Here we test the performance of quantizers generated by the weighted universal code design algorithm by comparing the total rate and distortion redundancies achieved by the quantizers, as a function of data length, to the theory. We expect the total rate redundancy to grow as ( k / 2 ) log R , and the total distortion redundancy to remain at a constant A .
We again include e x p e r i m e n t s on t w o classes of sources.
The first class is the class of iid Gaussian sources N ( p , i) with mean p -N ( 0 , l ) and constant variance equal to i, for which IC = 1. The second class is the class of iid Gaussian sources N ( p , 0 2 ) with mean p -N ( 0 , l ) and scale factor CT N N ( 0 , T / Z ) (where the distribution of the scale factor was chosen to give a symmetric two-dimensional distribution), for which k = 2.
As in the noiseless experiments, a data set of training and test sequences is generated for each class as follows: 1024 parameter vectors 01, . . . ,81024 are chosen at random First we investigate fixed-rate quantizers. Weighted universal fixed-rate quantizers C">' are designed on the mixture training sequence, and evaluated on the mixture test sequence, starting from an initial codebook of 2R randomly chosen quantizers with blocklength 1 = 1 (i.e., scalar quantizers), each at rate R. We again allow the data length n to vary from 1 to 1024 (in powers of 2) for the first class, and to vary from 1 to 128 for the second class. Further, we allow the first-stage rate R to take values in {0,1, . . . ,9}, and we allow the the secondstage rate R to take values in ( 0 , I, 2 , 3 } , for both classes of sources.
For each class, and for each value of n , R and R, we evaluate the total rate redundancy
and the total expected distortion redundancy
nES"J(C">LJO) = D ( C n J ) -nBL(R).
We estimate D(Cn,') by the performance of C",' on the test sequence for the mixture, and we estimate @ ( R ) where Db, (R) is in turn estimated by the distortion on the ith test sequence of the scalar quantizer optimized for the ith training sequence using the Lloyd algorithm run to convergence. (Lloyd-Max quantizers are optimal for Gaussian sources under the squared error distortion measure [52].) As this "optimal" distortion is based on a finite number of training samples and is therefore only an estimate of the true optimum, we include bars indicating one standard deviation above and below the calculated averages. Figs. 11 and 12 show the distortion-rate curves for fixed values of R and n = 16. The lower convex hull of this set of curves approaches the lower convex hull of D ' ( R ) as n + 00.
The gap between these convex hulls can be measured by the gap between their supporting linesA at slope -A, for any given X>O. We choose X to support D' (R) at R = 1, and then for each value of n, we choose the two-stage quantizer Cn>l having first-stage rate R and second-stage rate R such that for IC = 2 .
Total rate redundancy for fixed-rate coding on N ( p , 0 2 ) with -N(O.1) and a -nT(0, n/:2). The line has exactly the predicted slope the expected Lagrangian EL( C">', X 10) is minimized. The expected Lagrangian is estimated by an average performance over the test sequences, as usual. Using this sequence of quantizers, we then plot the achieved total rate redundancies for the two classes in Figs. 13 and 14 . Notice that the slope of the rate redundancy line, as a function of log n, changes with IC in the predicted manner. In this example, the rate redundancies conform almost exactly to ithe specified slope. This exactness is more likely in fixed-rate coding, where the rate redundancy R is a function only of the number of codebooks rather than the entropy of those codebooks. The total distortion redundancy, as a function of n, is expected to remain constant. Figs. 15 and 16 show the achieved total distortion redundancies on the two sources with indications of the change in distortion redundancies when the optimal distortion estimates are varied by one standard deviation in either direction. The sum of distortion redundancy and rate redundancy, weighted by the X Fig 15   11 -N ( 0 , l ) and k = 1.
Total distortion redundancy for fixed-rate coding on i V ( p i) wlth Total distortion redundancy for fixed-rate coding on AV(p. 0 ' ) with corresponding to R = 1 for each class of sources, is included in Figs. 17 and 18 . We next investigate variable-rate quantizers. Weighted universal variable-rate quantizers C"1' are trained and tested on the same two classes of sources as described above for the fixed-rate case. The initial first and second-stage codebook sizes are fixed at 512 and 8, respectively. We again code scalars (1 = 1) and allow the data length n to vary from 1 to 1024 for k = 1 and from 1 to 256 for IC = 2. Codebooks are designed for each value of n using a sequence of A's. We evaluate for each C">' the total expected Lagrangian redundancy where 
2' (A) = min L(c', A).
We estimate D(Cn,') and R(Cn,') as usual on the test se-C L quence for the mixture, and we estimate ;' (A)
by the average where Lk, (A) is in turn estimated by the Lagrangian on the ith test sequence of the entropy-constrained scalar quantizer optimized for the ith training sequence using the algorithm of [12] . As indicated, all averages are taken over points of constant X (rather than, say, constant rate), since the operational distortion-rate function of a stationary nonergodic source is equal to a mixture of the operational distortion-rate functions of the source's stationary ergodic components where the averages are taken over points of constant X [22]. We again include bars indicating one standard deviation above and below the calculated rate and distortion redundancy points to indicate a reasonable margin of error.
Distortion-rate curves for constant values of n and varying X are shown in Figs. 19 and 20. Figs. 21-26 show total rate, distortion, and Lagrangian redundancies for the two classes. In each case, we choose the X from our sequence of X's which supports the operational distortion-rate function at R = 1.
C. Weighted Universal Vector Quantization of Real Sources
In studying WUVQ performance on real sources, we first consider fixed-rate quantization of a mixture of sources which includes magnetic resonance (MR) brain scans, airport images, human portraits, and text documents. For each image source, we use a single image falr training and set aside a separate image for testing. The image sizes are 512 x 512 for all but the airport images, where lthe image sizes are 480 x 512. Each 512 x 512 brain image is made up of four distinct 256 x 256 brain slices. For these exaLmples, we use 4 x 4 vectors. Fig. 27 shows the results of training a separate full search standard VQ of dimension 16 on each image source and then testing the performance of that quantizer on the test image from the same source. These performances are identical to those that would be achieved on the test set of images in a hypothetical multi-codebook system in which both the encoder and decoder are omniscient, i.e., both know the type of image being coded at any given time and hence know which of the multiple codebooks to use for that image. (Notice that while the distortion achieved by such a system is equal to the distortion that would be achieved by a system with only an omniscient encoder, the rate is slightly lower, since the cost of describing the codebook to the decoder is not included.)
If all of the images are concatenated together and sent to this hypothetical system, the performance on the mixture source would be the average of the performances on the individual graphs (weighted by the images' sizes); this average performance is shown in Fig. 28 . The earlier assumption that the encoder and decoder are both omniscient is unrealistic. We now remove this assumption and again consider vector quantizer performance on the mixture of sources. If a standard full search VQ is trained on one image source and tested on another, mismatch will occur, resulting in suboptimal performance, as shown in Fig. 29 , where the performance of a VQ trained on MR brain scans and tested on a portrait is compared with the performance of a VQ trained and tested on portraits. Fig. 30 compares the performance of a standard full-search VQ to a WUVQ with four codebooks and n = 64. Both quantizers are trained and tested on the mixture of sources. While the standard VQ is trained to do well on average across the images, it will not truly match any of the sources. The WUVQ, on the other hand, can better match the sources given, and therefore more closely approximates the "optimal" results of Fig. 28 , here reproduced as individual points.
Notice that in this example, as in all examples where we compare the performance of one-and two-stage codes, the performance of an (n, I)-dimensional two-stage code is always compared to the performance of its I-, rather than n-, dimensional counterpart. That is, the performance of an ( n , I)-dimensional code is compared either to the performance of the best possible l-dimensional code or to the performance of a suboptimal l-dimensional code. This choice is made despite the Fixed rate systems consist of up to 512 codebooks with up to 16 codewords per codebook. Codebook sizes for first-and second-stage codebooks in the case of variable-rate coding were initialized to 256 and 4, respectively. Fig. 3 1 shows the distortion-rate results of fixed-rate coding on the test sequence from the medical data set. Each curve represents a constant value of R, and is labeled with the appropriate R value. The lower dashed curve corresponds to the performance of a standard full-search VQ, which is equivalent to a fixed-rate WUVQ at R = 0. Fig. 32 shows the corresponding entropy-constrained results, In this case, we consider both fixed-rate first-stage codes with fixed- In both fixed-rate and vari,Eble-rate coding, significant gains are demonstrated. Indeed, (at bit rates around 0.25-0.50 bits per pixel, there is a 4-5-dB gain of fixed-rate WUVQ over standard VQ, and about 7-8-dB gain of variable-rate WUVQ over ECVQ. Since ECVQ already represents a substantial improvement over entropy coded standard VQ, variable-rate WUVQ achieves more than a 9-dB gain over entropy-coded standard VQ.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In Section I1 (Preliminaries) we defined redundancy and universality for noiseless cloding, fixed-rate quantization, and variable-rate quantization. We showed the relationships between various definitions of redundancy and universality, and gave conditions for the existence of weighted universal and weakly minimax universal codes. In particular, we proved that weighted universal codes exist for a mixture of ergodic sources (i.e., for a nonergodic source) if and only if the OF'TA for the mixture source has an ergodic decomposition. Finally, we argued that the Lagrangian redundancy can be used to characterize universal noiseless codes and universal fixed-rate quantizers as well as universal variable-rate quantizers.
In Section I11 (The Vector Quantization Approach) we described two-stage universal coding and introduced the notion of the first-stage quantizer. The first-stage quantizer is a vector quantizer whose codebook is a collection of second-slage codes. We showed that the two-stage code with minimum redundancy has a first-stage quantizer satisfying a nearest neighbor condition: the input vector is mapped to the secondstage code that best codes the data. This condition reduces to the minimum description length principle in the noiseless case, and it parallels the optimal (encoder condition for ordinary and entropy-constrained vector quantization. We introduced the notion of an omniscient first-stage quantizer, and showed that an omniscient first-stage quantizer can perform no better than a nonomniscient quantizer. We defined the divergence of an omniscient first-stage quantizer. The divergence is equivalent to the information divergence, or relative entropy, in the noiseless case. Using the divergence, we generalized the achievability part of Rissanen's theorem from noiseless coding to quantization. Our theorem states that under appropriate smoothness conditions on the divergence, if the collection of sources { P , : O E A} is parametric with A R k , then the optimal nth-order redundancy is at most ( k / 2 ) n -l (log n f c ) for some constant c depending on 8. We provided an example of a collection of stationary ergodic sources satisfying the smoothness conditions of the theorem. We also showed that if the colllection of sources is finite or countable, then the optimal nth-order redundancy is at most Xb/n, for some constant b depending on H. We then shifted from minimax to weighted universal results. We showed that, in general, the tail of the divergence rate function of the omniscient first-stage quantizer determines the rate at which the expected redundancy of the overall two-stage quantizer can converge to zero. We examined three cases. First, when A is finite-dimensional, and the divergence is locally quadratic (i.e., smooth), E) can be quantized to an average divergence decaying exponentially with rate A2-'Rlk. This leads to a (k/a)n-l(logn t c ) rate of convergence of the expected nth-order redundancy to zero. Second, when A is countable, 0 can be coded losslessly at a sufficiently high rate (equal to the entropy of 0). This leads to a rate of convergence equal to H ( O ) / n . And third, when A is infinite-dimensional, under appropriate conditions 0 can be quantized to an average divergence decaying with rate as a power law AR-b. This leads to a O( l/nl-') rate of convergence. The convergence of the expected nth-order redundancy to zero at these rates requires the dimension I of the second-stage code to equal the overall twostage blocklength n. If 1 IS less than n, then these same rates of convergence hold for the difference between the expected performance of the two-stage code with blocklength 7~ and the expected lth-order OlPTA (rather than the nth-order OPTA). If 1 is fixed, and k is the number of parameters in the second-stage code (i.e., k is the dimension of the output space of the omniscient first-stage quantizer rather than the dimension of the input space), then the difference between the expected performance of the two-stage code with blocklength n and the expected Ith-order OPTA is again at most (k/2)n-'(logn+c). This is the most practical result for applications.
In Section IV (The Design Algorithm) we described an algorithm for designing locally optimal two-stage codes for any fixed overall blocklength n and second-stage dimension I .
The algorithm is formally equivalent to the generalized Lloyd algorithm, but is applied to the first-stage quantizer of the twostage code. Since the codebook of the first-stage quantizer is a collection of second-stage codes with dimension 1, the nearest neighbor encoding step of the algorithm assigns each data block of length n to the second-stage code that best codes the data according to the appropriate performance measure. The centroiding step of the algorithm redesigns the set of second-stage codes so that each second-stage code optimally codes those vectors of dimension 1 that were assigned to it in the encoding step. The centroiding step is accomplished by the Huffman algorithm if the second-stage codes are noiseless codes, and by the generalized Lloyd algorithm if the second-stage codes are quantizers. If the second-stage codes are variable-rate quantizers, then the appropriate entropyconstrained version of the generalized Lloyd algorithm is used.
In Section V (Experimental Results) we experimentally confirmed our theoretical rate-of-convergence results on sources with one and two parameters chosen randomly according to a set prior. We observed for two-stage noiseless codes, fixed-rate quantizers, and variable-rate quantizers designed by our algorithm that the total average redundancy grows as ( I ; / 2 ) log rL for I; = 1; 2, within reasonable confidence limits.
We applied the algorithm to real image data, and observed that two-stage vector quantizers designed by our algorithm with n = 8 x 8 and 1 = 4 x 4 perform as well on each type of image modality considered (portraits, aerial views, medical images, and text) as a 4 x 4 vector quantizer designed explicitly for the source, at a variety of rates. Trained on medical images only, a two-stage fixed-rate vector quantizer with n = 4 x 4 and 1 = 2 x 2 outperforms a standard 2 x 2 vector quantizer on medical images outside the training set by 4-5 dB. If the twostage vector quantizer is entropy-constrained, it gains another 4-5 dB for a total performance gain more than 9 dB over entropy-coded standard vector quantization.
One of the most important contributions of this paper may be a rule of thumb for how finely to quantize a codebook when transmitting it as side information and how often to transmit it. Suppose that for each block of data containing n = 2'' samples (such as a 256 x 256 image), we wish to design a fixed-rate vector quantizer with dimension I = 4 at rate R = I bit per pixel, and transmit the codebook along with the encoded data. How finely should we quantize the codebook? Equivalently, how many bits should we spend on the codebook? To answer that, we invoke Corollary 6 of Section 111. The number of parameters in the codebook is IC = 121R = 64, so the optimal number of bits to spend on the codebook is approximately RE = ( k / 2 ) log en in order to achieve excess distortion (due to quantization of the codebook) approximately Bl(RE) = A/cn. Here, c is an arbitrarily chosen constant and A is at most the variance of the mixture source. Choosing c = 1, we use RE = (64/2)16 = 512 bits, or 8 bits per parameter. In principle we could vector-quantize the codebook to 512 bits using a codebook of codebooks designed using the algorithm of Section IV. However, that would be impractical for such a large R:. More practical would be to use a product quantizer, at the expense of a slight increase in the constant A due to loose sphere packing (see [38] ). Zeger, Bist, and Linder [55] , [56] Then e arbitrary.
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For any n,Cn n-'D(Cyc) + Xn-lR(C") -> D(n-lR(Cn)> + Xn-lIqC") 2 miri [ D ( R ) + XR].
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Take the infimum over n, (5'". 0 Lemma 3: Let {C"} lbe a weakly minimax universal code, with H ( X 1 ) < cc if { C n } is a noiseless code, and
Then there exists a weighted universal code { C z } with performance within one bit of { C n } for each n.
Proof: Let C: be a code whose expected performance given 6' is dominated by an integrable function f of B. In particular, for noiseless coding, let CF be a code matched to an iid source of X ' s each with distribution P l . Then the instantaneous rate of C:
For fixed-rate quantization, let C: be a quantizer mapping each zn to (a*, U * , . . . , a*), with rate 0 if Cn is a variable-rate quantizer and with rate R ( P ) if C" is a fixed-rate quantizer.
where again
Thus the existence of a dominating integrable function f ( 6 ' ) is guaranteed by the applicable regularity condition. Then let C z be C" with a 1-bit escape
where a,, a,, and a are the encoders for C z , C z , and CrL, respectively, Oa(zn) denotes the concatenation of the binary strings "0" and a ( P ) , and 1ae(zn) denotes the concatenation of the binary strings "1" and a,(zn). Here, "C" codes zn l a , ( z n ) , otherwise better than (32'' means ~( x " )
for fixed-rate quantization, and d (~" , 
since if (51) 
R1 < Ro such that for all R E [ R I ,

Ro]
Proof: Since D(R) is convex U, there exists a rate -D e ( R ) 5 n3(Ro) + X(R0 -E ) .
Let R be sufficiently large so that R = Ro -pn lies in [RI, Bo] . Then there exists a fixed-rate block quantizer C" for which n-'R(C") 5 R + pn = Ro and n-IDfj(cn) 5 DO(R) + 6; 5 DB(R0) + Xp" + 6 ; .
in [ [ d ( z " , P ( i ) 
fit(&) I D(C,"J)
The theorem is proved with Al = It is possible to obtain the optimal Al with a more refined analysis Proof First we sketch the idea of the proof. Each probability maSS function (pmf) is associated with an optimal noiseless code with ideal codelengths -logp(n), n = 1 , 2 , . . . . We shall quantize this optimal noiseless code, denoted -log p , to another noiseless code, denoted -logy, from a collection of 2R noiseless codes, and we shall show that the divergence We quantize -1ogp to -logy using 2 R bits as follows.
The first k codelengths of -logp, namely -logp(l), .. . ,
-l o g p ( k ) . are independently scalar quantized to R / k bits each and the remaining codelengths are set to the default codelength -log U(.), such that the resulting codelengths, say -log q(1). -log q ( 2 ) , . . . satisfy the Kraft inequality, and a corresponding noiseless code -log y can be constructed from them. For simplicity we allow ideal noninteger codelengths in this construction. More precisely, let and let n = l n = l be the probabilities, according to pmfs p and U , respectively,
-that one of the first k symbols occurs, and let pk = 1 -Pk and UI, = 1 -uk be their complements. Let p k ( n ) = p ( n ) / P k for n = 1, . . . . k be the conditional probability (under p ) of the symbol given that it is at most k , and let u k ( n ) = u ( T L ) /~~ for R = k + 1. k + 2, . . . be the conditional probability (under U ) of the symbol given that it is at least IC + 1. Let pi(n) = a p k (n) + (1 -@) / k be a mixture of the conditional pmf p k and the uniform pmf l/k such that pk ( n ) 2 E , where E < l / k . Then -logp/,(n) 5 -log E. To achieve a p k ( n ) + (1 -a ) / k 2 E , set Quantize -logpL(n) to one of 2R/' levels uniformly in (0, -log €1, but always quantize upwards to the next higher level, say -1og&(n), so that 0 5 -log$i(n) + logp',(n) I (-log€)2-R/k.
Note that &(n) may sum to less than 1. Then let -log Uk -log&(rt), -log 4 n ) ,
for n 5 5
for n > k .
-logq(n) =
Check to see that -1ogq satisfies the Kraft inequality + Uk = U, + U , = 1.
Note that q ( 7 1 ) may sum to less than 1, too. Nevertheless, we may compute the divergence between p and q 
